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In this book, Elan Journo explains the essential nature of the conflict, and what has fueled it for
so long. What justice demands, he shows, is that we evaluate both adversaries—and America's
approach to the conflict—according to a universal moral ideal: individual liberty. From that
secular moral framework, the book analyzes the conflict, examines major Palestinian
grievances and Israel's character as a nation, and explains what's at stake for everyone who
values human life, freedom, and progress. What Justice Demands shows us why America
should be strongly supportive of freedom and freedom-seekers—but, in this conflict and across
the Middle East, it hasn't been, much to our detriment.
George W. Bush first met Ariel Sharon in 1998 on a fact-finding trip to Israel when he was
governor of Texas and contemplating a run for the White House. From the memorable
helicopter tour he gave the future president on that visit until he was incapacitated by a stroke
seven years later, Sharon tried to enlist Bush in his dual strategies of quelling a Palestinian
uprising and fixing the Jewish state's permanent borders. Bush met him part way but had his
own bold ideas: a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and a Middle East where
democracy replaced tyranny. Neither leader grasped the essential first step toward achieving
his vision: a process of tedious negotiation and mutual compromise between Israel and its
longtime enemies. Lost Years describes how two risk-taking leaders worsened the Middle East
situation by pursuing parallel preemptive wars that destabilized the region. Mark Matthews
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documents how a series of opportunities to stem the bitter conflict were allowed to lapse due to
a combination of inattention, deliberate evasion, political pressure, and sheer blindness.
This study evaluates whether surprise and intelligence failure leading to mass casualty
terrorism are inevitable. It explores the extent to which four factors – failures of public policy
leadership, analytical challenges, organizational obstacles, and the inherent problems of
warning information – contribute to intelligence failure. The study applies existing theories of
surprise and intelligence failure to case studies of five mass casualty terrorism incidents: World
Trade Center 1993; Oklahoma City 1995; Khobar Towers 1996; East African Embassies 1998;
and September 11, 2001.
Making peace in the long-troubled Middle East is likely to be one of the top priorities of the next
American president. He will need to take account of the important lessons from past attempts,
which are described and analyzed here in a gripping book by a renowned expert who served
twice as U.S. ambassador to Israel and as Middle East adviser to President Clinton. Martin
Indyk draws on his many years of intense involvement in the region to provide the inside story
of the last time the United States employed sustained diplomacy to end the Arab-Israeli conflict
and change the behavior of rogue regimes in Iraq and Iran. Innocent Abroad is an insightful
history and a poignant memoir. Indyk provides a fascinating examination of the ironic
consequences when American naïveté meets Middle Eastern cynicism in the region's political
bazaars. He dissects the very different strategies of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush to explain
why they both faced such difficulties remaking the Middle East in their images of a more
peaceful or democratic place. He provides new details of the breakdown of the Arab-Israeli
peace talks at Camp David, of the CIA's failure to overthrow Saddam Hussein, and of Clinton's
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attempts to negotiate with Iran's president. Indyk takes us inside the Oval Office, the Situation
Room, the palaces of Arab potentates, and the offices of Israeli prime ministers. He draws
intimate portraits of the American, Israeli, and Arab leaders he worked with, including Israel's
Yitzhak Rabin, Ehud Barak, and Ariel Sharon; the PLO's Yasser Arafat; Egypt's Hosni
Mubarak; and Syria's Hafez al-Asad. He describes in vivid detail high-level meetings,
demonstrating how difficult it is for American presidents to understand the motives and
intentions of Middle Eastern leaders and how easy it is for them to miss those rare moments
when these leaders are willing to act in ways that can produce breakthroughs to peace.
Innocent Abroad is an extraordinarily candid and enthralling account, crucially important in
grasping the obstacles that have confounded the efforts of recent presidents. As a new
administration takes power, this experienced diplomat distills the lessons of past failures to
chart a new way forward that will be required reading.
At a time when a lasting peace between the Palestinians and the Israelis seems virtually
unattainable, understanding the roots of their conflict is an essential step in restoring hope to
the region. In The Iron Cage, Rashid Khalidi, one of the most respected historians and political
observers of the Middle East, homes in on Palestinian politics and history. By drawing on a
wealth of experience and scholarship, Khalidi provides a lucid context for the realities on the
ground today, a context that has been, until now, notably lacking in our discourse. The story of
the Palestinian search to establish a state begins in the mandate period immediately following
the breakup of the Ottoman Empire, the era of British control, when fledgling Arab states were
established by the colonial powers with assurances of eventual independence. Mandatory
Palestine was a place of real promise, with unusually high literacy rates and a relatively
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advanced economy. But the British had already begun to construct an iron cage to hem in the
Palestinians, and the Palestinian leadership made a series of errors that would eventually
prove crippling to their dream of independence. The Palestinians' struggle intensified in the
stretch before and after World War II, when colonial control of the region became increasingly
unpopular, population shifts began with heavy Jewish immigration from Eastern Europe, and
power began to devolve to the United States. In this crucial period, Palestinian leaders
continued to run up against the walls of the ever-constricting iron cage. They proved unable to
achieve their long-cherished goal of establishing an independent state—a critical failure that set
a course for the decades that followed, right through the eras of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization, the Palestinian Authority, and Hamas. Rashid Khalidi's engrossing narrative of
this torturous history offers much-needed perspective for anyone concerned about peace in the
Middle East.
Late Modern Palestine looks at the ways in which the relationship between the subject and
representation and the political problematic of postcolonial late modernity is articulated in the
context of the Palestinians’ struggle for liberation. Junko-Aikio provides a rich, theoretically
and empirically, and in part also visually grounded study of the complex ways in which ordinary
Palestinians face, negotiate and resist multiple regimes of power and desire in the context of
everyday life in the West Bank and Gaza. The volume examines the early years of the second
Palestinian uprising, an intifada, whose political status remains highly disputed. The book
examines the ways in which Palestinian politics during the second intifada has been entangled
with the broader social and political changes that are associated with postcolonial late
modernity. It is argued that the dislocation between modern colonial and late
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modern/postcolonial regimes of power and subjectivity greatly complicates the map of power
and resistance in contemporary Palestine, and also renders articulation of national unity and
hegemonic political strategy increasingly unlikely. This work will be of great interest to students
and scholars of Middle East Studies, Postcolonial Studies, International Relations, Political
Sociology, Critical Security Studies, and Political Theory.
This balanced and comprehensive text explores Israeli government and politics, tracing the
history of the state, and the social, religious, economic, and military environments of Israeli
politics. Gregory Mahler’s concise book provides an invaluable start for readers needing an
introduction to Israel today.

Coinciding with the 30th anniversary of the Madrid Peace conference, Prophets without
Honor tells the story of the grueling attempts to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
presents an in-depth examination of the reasons for its resilience. In what is the most
non-partisan, comprehensive, and balanced account by an insider representing one of
the parties, Shlomo Ben-Ami describes the specific factors that impede a solution to the
Israeli-Palestinianconflict and sheds light on the dilemmas that stand at the center of
any peace enterprise.
In the coming five to ten years, the highest number of key global security challenges is
likely to be concentrated in the Middle East, or be related to it. And the traditional most
significant challenge in the Middle East is the Arab-Israeli conflict and its core, the
dispute between Israelis and Palestinians. It is a center of gravity around which the
region has revolved, and remains of vast political and symbolic significance. Both in its
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own right and due to its (positive or negative) signaling effects, reinvigoration of the
peace process is a key challenge for regional and international policy-makers in the
coming years. So, what is the origin of this Israeli-Palestinian old conflict? Why did we
reach this point in that region? Who to blame? How we can find a just solution? What
will be the consequences if the conflict is not resolved? Can a viable state be made in
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip? Gabriel Tabarani, who is a specialist on Middle
East affairs, will try to find the answers in this book where he takes us back to that
region through its history and facts, analyzes some turning points in it, which affected
that region, discovers the causes and the important aspects of the conflict and the
obstacles to peace. He presents all current events details and information from both
sides of this conflict. Furthermore this book offers some recommendations on how we
can solve this conflict, gives the light on all events and tries to answer all questions in a
fair and balanced way.
A Guide to Documents on the Arab-Palestinian/Israeli Conflicts: 1897-2008, is a
comprehensive non-partisan compilation designed to provide relevant legal and
historical source material pertaining to this conflict. Each document is summarized for
the reader’s benefit. The compilation contains all United Nations Resolutions and
Reports, Treaties and Agreements, as well as historic documents that are difficult to
obtain. To put the conflict into perspective, a chronology of events is provided, followed
by an objective analysis of the historical background, including discussion of the various
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phases of the conflict, strategic considerations, and an analysis of the prospects for
peace. The 690 documents summarized with official citations are the most extensive
compilation covering the period from 1897 through 2008, including some key texts on
Jerusalem dating back to earlier times. The documents are organized according to the
conflict’s major topic areas with introductory notes for each part and section. M. Cherif
Bassiouni and Shlomo Ben Ami have had a long history of involvement in the peace
process. Their combined expertise and personal experiences add a unique dimension
to this book that will provide anyone interested in the conflict with a distinct easy-to-use
comprehensive compilation of relevant documents.
Armies of Arabia is the first book to comprehensively analyze the armed forces of the
Gulf monarchies. Zoltan Barany explains the conspicuous ineffectiveness of Gulf
militaries with a combination of political-structural and sociocultural factors. Following a
brief exposition on their historical evolution, he explores the region's six armies of the
region comparatively, through the lenses of military politics, sociology, economics, and
diplomacy. The book'sthemes come together in the last chapter that critically evaluates
the Saudi and Emirati armed forces' record in the on-going war in Yemen.
This study argues that there are historical reasons to focus on Jerusalem first and to
use an international Holy Basin methodology to bring Israel and the Palestinian
National Authority together toward a workable compromise. This analysis identifies the
strategic compromises required to create two distinct capital zones that grants
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sovereignty and legitimacy over respective capitals for the state of Israel and a future
state of Palestine. In terms of religion and national identity, Jerusalem is a central factor
for both Israelis and Palestinians, to the people of three world religions, and to the
international community. The critical factors to achieve compromise are sovereignty
over their respective capitals combined with international recognition and possible
international control over remaining contested holy places. Resolving the city’s role as
a national capital for two states can lead to resolving other critical Arab-Israeli issues.
The international community has perpetuated the conflict by withholding Jerusalem
sovereignty from Israel and the Arab population. When Britain ended their Palestine
mandate in 1948, the UN failed to deliberately enforce their vision of a separate
Jerusalem entity, or corpus separatum. The UN continued to withhold sovereignty while
the city was divided for nineteen years between Jordan and Israel and when the city
was reunited in 1967. The lack of an international mandate for sixty-four years while
fighting for utopian concepts has perpetuated the conflict by delaying the selfdetermination of the Palestinian population and withholding sovereignty over Israel’s
declared capital. Peace negotiations must recognize and incorporate the interests of
both sides, but until each side is ready to strictly divide the Old City, an international
Holy Basin zone has the potential to create a new reality while moving incrementally
from confrontation to cooperation.
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and statements of the President",
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1956-1992.
Contains public messages and statements of the President of the United States
released by the White House from July 1 to December 31, 2002.
The May 2021 conflict between Israel and the terrorist group Hamas generated
headlines around the world. However, much of the reporting ignored the history,
funding, political dynamics, and other key components of the story. Hamas initiates
conflict every few years. But the reporting rarely improves. Social media has only
further clouded the picture. Hamas is rarely held responsible for its use of "human
shields," blindly firing rockets at civilian areas in Israel, or diverting aid that should
benefit the people of Gaza. The Islamic Republic of Iran, a state sponsor of terrorism,
has been the primary patron of Hamas since the group's inception in the late 1980s.
Hamas has received additional assistance over the years from Qatar, Turkey and
Malaysia. These countries are fomenting conflict, while others, such as Egypt, the
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain, have tried to minimize it. Gaza is therefore ground
zero in a struggle for the future stability of the Middle East. The Biden administration
has important choices to make. Its intent to re-enter the Iran nuclear deal could have
significant consequences, given that sanctions relief to Iran will likely yield a financial
boon for Hamas, along with other Iranian proxies. The Biden administration must also
come to terms with "The Squad," a small but loud faction of the Democratic Party that
seeks to undermine the US-Israel relationship.
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This book places the current wave of religion-based terrorism in a historical
perspective, explaining why religion is associated with terrorism, comparing religionbased terrorism to other forms of terrorism, and documenting how religion-based
terrorism is a product of powerful political, socioeconomic, and psychological forces.
A provocative profile of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and his role in the Middle East
argues that Arafat is less interested in building a Palestinian state or in genuine peace
with Israel than he is the destruction of the Israeli state, detailing his construction of an
extensive terrorist infrastructure, his failure to disarm extremist groups, and his efforts
to indoctrinate hate for the Israeli people. Reprint.
The Palestinian national movement reached a dead-end and came close to
disintegration at the beginning of the present century. The struggle for power after the
death of Yasser Arafat in 2004 signaled the end of a path toward statehood prepared
by the Oslo Accords a decade before. The reasons for the failure of the movement are
deeply rooted in modern Palestinian history. As'ad Ghanem analyzes the internal and
external events that unfolded as the Palestinian national movement became a "failed
national movement," marked by internecine struggle and collapse, the failure to secure
establishment of a separate state and achieve a stable peace with Israel, and the
movement's declining stature within the Arab world and the international community.
State of FailureYasser Arafat, Mahmoud Abbas, and the Unmaking of the Palestinian
StateSt. Martin's Press
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The undeclared war in the Middle East is the abiding conflict of our era, with little
apparent hope of resolution despite years of peace talks. On one side of the conflict, in
the face of suicide bombings and international criticism over its military aggression,
Israel asserts the right of the Jewish state to exist in Palestine. On the other, the
Palestinian people struggle, some peacefully, some violently, for survival. Far beyond
Israel's disputed borders, in New York and Washington, London and Paris, Sydney and
Melbourne, the conflict is replayed in passionate public debate by Holocaust survivors,
Zionist organisations, Arab advocates, the anti-war movement, newspaper columnists,
presidents and prime ministers, and politicians and activists of all shades. In MY
ISRAEL QUESTION, a young Australian Jew, Antony Loewenstein, asks how much
Zionism - the ideology of Jewish nationalism - is to blame for this intractable conflict. He
fearlessly investigates the ways in which the Jewish diaspora in Australia and
elsewhere have campaigned on Israel's behalf, in the media and in political and
business spheres. He also considers the historical rationale for Zionis - including the
centuries of virulent European antisemitism from which it grew - and asks how relevant
and sustainable twentieth-century Zionism is today. A searching discussion from a
significant new voice in one of the most important debates of our times.
A detailed comparison of Lebanon and Israel/Palestine, two expanded states which
have experienced conflict and stability domestically and in their mutual relations.

A foreign policy expert provides a fresh and accessible analysis of the IsraeliPage 11/21
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Palestinian peace process, its complex obstacles, and possible solutions. Luis
Fleischman is a sociologist and Middle East policy expert who has served as a
senior advisor to government officials and members of congress. In The Middle
East Riddle, he examines obstacles to achieving peace that transcend the
negotiations process, mostly relying on a broad sociological analysis. Over the
years, the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians has seemed like an
intractable conflict of opposing narratives. Some argue that the Palestinians want
to put an end to the State of Israel, while others believe Israelis want to impose
their sovereignty via settlement expansion. However, the history shows that the
two sides have been very close to an agreement. Fleischman examines a variety
of nuanced solutions towards progress. He analyzes the idea of a
Palestinian/Jordanian confederacy, as well as a proposed Israeli unilateral
withdrawal from most of the West Bank. The book also explores the chances that
the Palestinian security establishment, that has worked together with the Israeli
security establishment for years, could generate the leadership necessary to
restore order.
The 1993 Oslo Accords were a key attempt to resolve the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict whose failure was largely attributed to extremists on both sides. The book
challenges this conventional wisdom by examining the role of Israeli and
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Palestinian peacemakers themselves in derailing the peace process. Looking at
the role of moderates before and after Oslo, the different agreements and peace
proposals they negotiated, and their rhetoric, the book shows that these
peacemakers retained an inherent ambivalence toward the peace process and
one another. This prevented them and their constituents from committing to the
process and achieving a lasting peace. This unique survey shows how the
people who drive the peace process can not only undermine it, but also prevent
its successful conclusion. By dealing with such an important aspect of
negotiation, the book will foster a better understanding of the role of moderates
and why peace processes may falter. It will fill a gap in the literature and be a
valuable research tool for anyone studying conflict processes, the Arab-Israeli
conflict, and Middle East politics.
One of the rewards extended to former editorsandmdash;if they are lucky and get
to plan their departureandmdash;is that they can choose their next assignment. I
had no doubt about what I wanted: to be Washington correspondent for The Age
and The Sydney Morning Herald. There was no more important and interesting
international story to cover than the United States at the beginning of George W.
Bush's second term. The war in Iraq was going badly, and it was not at all clear
that the war on terror was being wonandmdash;or even if there was any
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agreement that it was, in fact, a war. When veteran journalist Michael Gawenda
was posted to the USA as a Washington correspondent in 2005, George W.
Bush was beginning his second term, and the war in Iraq was showing signs of
becoming a quagmire. Two years later, Bush is a lame duck president and most
Americans want their troops out of Iraq. American Notebook is Gawenda's
absorbing and insightful account of his American posting. Weaving the personal
into the political, Gawenda takes the reader on his journey into a country he has
always loved. Beyond daily life in Washington, he visits hurricane-ravaged New
Orleans and the God-fearing states of the Midwest. His engaging analysis of
politics and current events is interwoven with his reflections on his childhood as a
post-war Jewish refugee, growing up in the sixties in a Melbourne steeped in
American culture. In light of the increasingly evident failure of efforts in Iraq, he
revisits his own controversial decision while editor of The Age newspaper to
support the Howard Government's decision in 2003 to join the coalition of the
willing. American Notebook is a fascinating discussion of the role of journalism
and the nature of public debate about war, politics and current events.
This edited volume compares the internal dimension, politics and society in
Kurdistan-Iraq and Palestine. In particular, it focuses on internal processes in
Kurdistan-Iraq and Palestine (Palestinian Territory of the West Bank and Gaza
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Strip) in their specific shaping, development and transformation. The contributing
authors analyze the transformation processes of the internal power structures,
the economic basics, and the civil societies and provide an overview of the
current political, economic and societal situation and challenges in both regions.
The book presents the similarities and differences between both de facto states
with regard to a set of guidelines: legitimacy, power relations, transformation of
politics and society. It provides empirical explanations and contributes to a better
understanding of both de facto states.
A Diary of Four Years of Terrorism and Anti-Semitism 2000-2004 is an invaluable
resource for anyone interested in Israel, the Mideast, anti-Semitism, terrorism
and the threat it poses to the U.S. and the rest of the free world. Author Robert
Friedmann ably links hate, vilification, and dehumanization, with terrorism.
Starting with incidents of anti-Semitism in early 2000, he brings a "play-by-play"
account of the recent wave of Palestinian terrorism, the horrendous terror
atrocities such as 9-11, and the war in Afghanistan and Iraq. Spanning over the
first four years of the new millennium, Friedmann points out the perpetrators, the
victims, the supporters of terror, and the problematic media coverage. The two
volumes of A Diary of Four Years of Terrorism and Anti-Semitism 2000-2004
cover the most sensitive period in modern history, demonstrating how false
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ideologies turn victims to perpetrators, how the industry of death is glorified, and
the challenges to the very existence of Israel, the West, and to freedom. While
realistically grim, the Diary offers no less a realistic hope that understanding antiSemitism, anti-Americanism, and terrorism, is an essential instrument in
successfully beating it. The Diary is a useful source to those interested in an indepth understanding of key emergent world issues.
Comprehensive and easy to navigate, "The Clinton Years" gives readers a full
perspective of Bill Clinton's presidency, from his successful economic policies to
his relations with Monica Lewinsky. This comprehensive A-to-Z reference
contains more than 250 biographical entries examining the main politicians and
foreign leaders during the administration, and includes a number of primary
source documents such as presidential speeches and executive decisions.
Confronting Global Terrorism and American Neo-Conservatism brings together
and subjects to critical scrutiny the core controversies connected to the so-called
"War on Terror" such as: When is it legitimate and prudent to use force? Is
torture ever justified? Do we need to nuspend human rights in order to fight
terrorism? Is multi-culturalism the answer to communal conflict? Are terrorists
responding to concrete U.S. policies or do they simply wish to destroy Western
societies? In it, the author argues that liberal intellectuals and political leaders
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have been slow to articulate a grand strategy informed by liberal values for
confronting the issues surrounding global terrorism. The book outlines the
framework of a liberal strategy, and exposes the costs of the neo-conservative
alternative that has driven US foreign policy since 9/11.
This book focuses on the September 2000 confrontation between Israelis and
Palestinians, examining the characteristics of a confrontation that developed into
a protracted low-intensity conflict. Topics addressed include the strategies
adopted by both sides, the reasons for the failure of moderation, and the
phenomenon of unilateral disengagement.
Now in its 50th edition, this title continues to provide the most up-to-date geopolitical and economic information for this important world area. - Covers the
Middle East and North Africa from Algeria to Yemen - Offers quick access to a
wide range of data - Accurately and impartially records the latest political and
economic developments - Provides comprehensive data on all major
organizations in the region. General Survey - Introductory essays covering topics
relating to the region as a whole including: Arab-Israeli Relations 1967-2003; The
Jerusalem Issue; Documents on Palestine; The Removal of Saddam Hussain
and the 'Deconstruction' of Iraq; Natural Gas in the Middle East and North Africa;
Oil in the Middle East and North Africa and Islamic Banking and Finance. Country
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Surveys - Individual chapters on each country containing: articles on geography,
recent history and economy; an economic and demographic survey using all the
latest available statistics on population, agriculture, industry, finance, trade,
transport, tourism, and education; directory sections with names, addresses and
contact numbers covering the constitution, government, legislature, judiciary,
political organizations, diplomatic representation, religious groups, the media,
finance, trade and industry (including petroleum), and tourism. Regional
Information - Includes all major international organizations active in the region,
their aims, activities, publications and principal personnel - Research Institutes
specializing in the region - Bibliographies of books and periodicals covering the
Middle East and North Africa.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This ground-breaking book examines how and why the much-vaunted Oslo
Peace Accords between the Israelis and Palestinians collapsed. The author
analyzes the players on both sides of the accords, pointing out the attitudes and
actions that serve to undermine peace and promote conflict. On the one hand,
she criticizes the Islamist organizations Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad for
not tolerating the idea of any true long-term peace with Israel. On the other hand,
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she scrutinizes the factions for and against Oslo that developed within Israeli
government circles, and she calls into question the ability of Israeli intelligence to
correctly assess the Palestinian negotiators. By means of such examination, this
book poses a fundamental question: Can Islamic fundamentalism ever accept the
existence of Israel or will it short-circuit any prospect of peace between majorityMuslim states and their non-Muslim counterparts?
The biggest obstacle to Palestinian statehood may not be Israel In September
2011, president Mahmoud Abbas stood before the United Nations General
Assembly and dramatically announced his intention to achieve recognition of
Palestinian statehood. The United States roundly opposed the move then, but
two years later, Washington revived dreams for Palestinian statehood through
bilateral diplomacy with Israel. But are the Palestinians prepared for the next
step? In State of Failure, Middle East expert Jonathan Schanzer argues that the
reasons behind Palestine's inertia are far more complex than we realize. Despite
broad international support, Palestinian independence is stalling because of
internal mismanagement, not necessarily because of Israeli intransigence.
Drawing on exclusive sources, the author shows how the PLO under Yasser
Arafat was ill prepared for the task of statebuilding. Arafat's successor, Mahmoud
Abbas, used President George W. Bush's support to catapult himself into the
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presidency. But the aging leader, now four years past the end of his elected term,
has not only failed to implement much needed reforms but huge sums of
international aid continue to be squandered, and the Palestinian people stand to
lose everything as a result. Supporters of Palestine and Israel alike will find
Schanzer's narrative compelling at this critical juncture in Middle Eastern politics.
This dictionary provides readers with a handy reference guide to the field of
international security by including over 200 articles on a wide range of concepts,
issues, treaties and institutions, from absolute war to weapons of mass
destruction.
Time is running out for the Palestinian hope for a two-state solution. Thus, the
Palestinians desperately search for a way out of the stalemate in the conflict with
Israel and thereby clutch at every straw. Statements made by Palestinian officials
such as “Kosovo is not better than us. We deserve independence even before
Kosovo, [...]”(Yasser Abed Rabbo) or “We are not Kosovo”(Saeb Erekat) were a
prelude to a public and scientific debate about the applicability of the Kosovo
Albanian strategy on their way towards statehood on the Palestinian case. The
author took up the issue for a detailed academic analysis that puts into question
whether the declaration of independence of Kosovo in 2008 really unveiled new
options for Palestine. Thereby, the study illustrates the purpose and limits of
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analogy. Corinna Metz, born in 1986, lives and works in Ljubljana, Slovenia. She
received her doctoral degree from the University of Vienna in Political Sciences
with specialization in international politics and a master’s degree in International
Development. For several years, she conducts research in the field of peace and
conflict studies with a focus on the Balkans and the Middle East where she
conducted long-term research stays.
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